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Beware of Doublespeak !

What junk Mail Can Teach You About Speech Writing
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Are We a

Privileged
Few?

Now that you are a member, how often

do you return the favor given to you and
Invite a friend, co-worker or an acquain
tance to visit your club? If your answer is

seldom or never, why not?
You probably know both friends and as
sociates who could use more self-confidence

and are nervous in meetings or in front of
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an audience of any size. Make a list of every
one you know who could use some Toastmasters training. Then invite them to a meet

ing!
Most people join Toastmasters because
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Weare all privileged to
Cl

Kathy Lee who is a singer with an incredible
voice and a confident stage presence. I was

be involved in Toast-

her performance, I asked her the "how, why
and what" of her Toastmasters experience.

of us to invite us to a meet

ing and ask us to join.

Who introduced you to
Toastmasters?

Did a friend ask you, or

How had she heard about Toastmasters? Why
had she joined? What does she hope to gain

ing. They started talking {are you surprised?)

friendly stranger or coworker? Maybe your boss
recommended that you

and she was invited to attend a club meet

Or perhaps you read about

a Toastmasters club in your
local newspaper or com
pany publication.
Once you discovered
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With Kathy as an example, we know that
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sions. Regardless of our profession, we have
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join?
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some gobbledygook, fight back in
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Letters

WHAT /SIN A NAME?

Club, who thinks TNT is a

It seems quite obvious

publication - in every issue

When I first read Andy

good descriptor, but "juve
nile" as a club name, may I
muster all 44 years of my
faulty middle-aged maturity
and respond that TNT
sounds like one top-notched

that Pozzuoli's clients phone
him because they are anx

- a great deal of homage is

ious and do not know what

Toastmasters is a wonderful

is going on. If they did, they

organization. Yes, I will ben

would not "waste" his time

efit greatly from the com

Jackson's article,"What's in a

Name?," in the September is
sue, I thought it was a mas

terful piece of understated sat
ire. After all, there he was, rail

ing against the "silly" names
of many Toastmasters clubs,

munication and leadership

only to belong to a club with
the perfectly silly name "Two
Notches"! It was only after re

St. L.tmbprl. (^uchec. C.in.id.i

titled to immediate atten

programs. But let's keep this
in perspective: Dr. Smedley
had a good idea. It is not as

tion. After all, he is paying

if he found the cure for can

LOOKING FOR TV CLUBS

for the services rendered!

reading the article that the

I would like to say "Amen"

Be in control, Joseph.

cer or painted the Sistine
Chapel.

fact set in that Two Notches

to the article, "You're On

Phone the client before he

refers to the road by which

Candid Camera," (August)
by Miriam Otte. Members of

phones you. Keep him in

his club's meetings are held.
1 agree with M r. Jackson's
overall comments. However,
the fact that his club is lo

VJL

with unnecessary calls.

paid to Ralph Smedley. Yes,

name to me!
tcanelle P.iul, < IM
South Shorp C'luli 77H2-hl

Districts 25 and 50 have the

ability to broadcast their

cated on a road with the per-

speeches by appearing on
cable TV and inviting fellow

fectly ridiculous name "Two

Toastmasters to evaluate

Notches" suggests that per

their speeches. TV Toastmas
ters tape a 60-minute pro
gram that is broadcast eight
times during the next month.

haps other clubs whose
names may at first seem "un

dignified" are, in fact, per
fectly sensible and logical.

An informed client is a

happy client and he is en

be pleasantly surprised at the
repeat busine.ss and com
Uii k Cm

tive from Janet Whitcomb
in her article, "What If...

CTM

Pi'tlh, Auslrjlij

PUT IT IN PERSPECTIVE

The author of"What If They
Had Been Toastmasters?"

(October) surmised that a

1 have found that a club's

other Toastmasters clubs that

name is almost meaningless.
What really counts is the

few famous individuals

broadcast their meetings on
TV to exchange tapes and

would

quality of its members. As

ideas. Write me at: P.O. Box

Shakespeare put it: "What's

Toastmasters. Enough al

201, Colleyville,Texas 76034.

in a name? That which we

D.m Parkei, AIM

ready! What hubris to as
sume that Ralph Smedley

I V Toastm.islc-rs Club

would smell as sweet..."

(Romeo & Juliet).

have been

HOLY MOSES!

What a refreshing perspec

mendations received.
Suiiris<"(Tub 72f>4-7 I

Arlington, Ipx.is

Royal Oak, Michigan

formed at all times. You will

I would like to contact

call a rose, by any other name

Michelle Eiden
Acorn Club 106B-28

more

successful had they been

could have taught Moses
how to be a better leader.

They Had Been Toastmas
ters." I applaud her clever
ness in using historical char
acters to illustrate an eter

nal need for effective com

munication and leadership
skills.

However, in the interest

of accuracy, 1 encourage Ms.
Whitcomb to return to the
best "basic manual" of all

time, and check out the story
of Moses' life. He was not

denied entrance into the

CONSIDER CUSTOMER

Could Dr. Smedley have

Tfiom.is W. Tripp, CTM
Bonil.i Springs Club (>!t(>7-47

SERVICE

been a better teacher than

Forl Myers, Floridd

1 read with disbelief the ar

Yahweh Himself?

TOP-NOTCH CLUB NAME

ticle "Telephones Can Take
Their Toll" by Joseph

Oops. A name such as TNT,

Pozzuoli (October). He finds

The author goes on to say
that Toastmasters training
could have helped Emily

we're told, docs not sound se

shell. That would have been

("What's in a Name?" by Andy

it disconcerting that a client
can "...intrude into my work
without my permission" and

Jackson). Then, in the same

"...consider himself entitled

lifestyle contributed to the

issue, an interview with Inter

to my immediate attention."
This is an amazing attitude
toward good business prac

quality of her poetry. If she
of her greatest poems might

charter member of a club

tice and effective communi

never have been written.

called...er...TNT. Baboom!

cation! The problem is not
with the telephone or the

with the other articles in the

Vkkie Siglcf, ATM-B

client, but the writer.

magazine. Throughout this

Lubbock, Tex.is

rious enough for a club

national President Pauline

Shirley reveals that she is a

To Mr. Jackson of the

Dickinson come out of her
a mistake. Her reclusive

had been out and about,some

This article is consistent

Promised Land because of

the incident noted in the ar
ticle. Moses was denied that

pleasure because he did not
follow God's instructions in

providing water for the Isra

elites during their wander
ings(Number 20:11,12).
Thanks to Janet Whitcomb

for giving us something dif
ferent to consider. Articles
such as these are the reason I

look forward to our monthly
magazine.
Tlmijsters 74 iJ-44

Two Notch Toastmasters
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my turn

m.

Has the ''de-manned" for

gender free speech finally
gone too far?

by Marion Amberg

LETS LET FROSTY BE THE ODD MAN OUT
■ I DON'T KNOW ABOUT YOU, BUT

person's best friend. Sandperson sandbagged

"snowperson" is more than 1 can take. It

the sandman. Even the gingerbread man got

didn't bother me when I was labeled a

cooked. He now pops out of the oven as a
gingerbread person.
Boogeyman fell down a personhole, and
no man-sized job was too big for a right-

freshperson in my first year of college. And
it didn't bother me when the newspaper

man changed his type to newspaperperson.
Nor did it bother me when I was told to

hand person. Councilmen and salesmen

"take it like a person." I am one, after all.
But snowperson? Now, that's got my goat.
And I'm not the lone person out. Just ask

turned in their nameplates for councilperson
and salesperson. Even the garbage person
personified personkind.
The common person booted the com
mon man, and the thinking person soon

any waitperson, cleaning person or person

about town. Everyone's being personed to

outsmarted the thinking man. No man is an

death.

The "personing" of America all started in

island literally became reality, and even

the late '60s when war was declared on

"man" words. Equal words for everyone be

though all men are created equal, it's a
gentleperson's agreement that only the best

came the cry of personkind, and before long
"man" words were being converted to "per

person gets the job.
And then there's Mr. Snowperson.

son" words. Person came out of the closet;

Will it end there? How could any reason

able person think so?

man went in.

O

It was all quite personable at first. Spokes

men began speaking as spokespersons. Chair

Marion Amberg is a freelance writer living in

men evolved to chairpersons, then evolved
again - meetings are now chaired by chairs
in chairs. The average man became his/her
own person, and the man of few words was

Minneapolis, Minnesota.

silenced by a person of few words.

Clergymen changed their collars to
clergypersons, and the company man be
came the company person. No longer did

the tax man cometh, but the tax person did.
Receptionists stopped manning the front of
fice; they now person it. We even started
looking at each other person-to-person.
De-manning the English language didn't
end there. The man-in-the-moon became

the person-in-the-moon; man's best friend,
The Toastmasler » February
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Want to attend Toastmasters meetings

while you're on vacation or taking
a business trip? World Headquarters is
pleased to provide you with a list of clubs
in a specific city or cities. Just call, write
or send a fax to our Membership

Department with your request.
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■ ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT AND

dramatic speeches ever made by a U.S. Presi
dent was the one delivered by Franklin
Delano Roosevelt following the attack on
Pearl Harbor that brought the United States

the underbrush to escape danger. That's a
P.O.V. shot. It's dramatic - it holds our at

tention and it puts us "into the action."
P.O.V. can be a dramatic communication

technique in other ways as well.

into World War 11.

But did you know that the first sen

tence of that speech as originally written

How comfortable do you feel expressing

by FDR was not the introduction he used

your point of view in conversation with

when he delivered the speech? Here is the

others? 1 know there have been times when

first version:

I've hesitated in revealing my feelings and

"Yesterday. December 7th, 1941 - a date
which will live in history..."
Here is how he delivered the speech to
Congress and the American people:
"Yesterday, December 7th, 1941 - a date
which will live in infamy..."

beliefs when 1 thought they might conflict

The
Persuasive
Power of

RO.V
By Len L Keeler, CTM

COMFORT LEVEL

with those of someone else.

There are benefits, however, to express
ing ourselves on issues we feel strongly about.
First, it lets others know who we really are. It
gives them an insight into our thoughts and
personality they might not have otherwise.

Also, if we don't express our personal point
of view, who will?

If our objective is to persuade others,
having a strong sense of our point of view
and the power to express it is vital.
When we "take a stand" on a particular
issue of topic, our listeners sense that com
mitment and appreciate it. Our extra level

of enthusiasm enlivens the topic.
CAPTURE THE POWER

Here are several steps that will help you
capture the power of P.O.V. in your speeches
and personal communications:

The first version included a simple state
ment of fact: this was a date that would live

>• Care about your topic. The first step is to

in history. In the second version, by exchang
ing the word "history" with "infamy," FDR
gave the speech an extra "charge" - the ele
ment of personal passion and judgment. The
difference is what I call the "power of P.O.V."

believe what you're saying. I've seen the
most quiet members of my Toastmasters club

literally light up a room when they speak on
a topic they really feel passionate about.
Have you ever noticed that when a

speaker really cares about the topic, it makes
WHAT IS P.O.V.?

you and the rest of the audience care too?

In the world of film and television scriptwriting, the acronym "P.O.V." means "point
of view." Scriptwriters use the term when

step on the feelings of those in your audience
who may disagree with your point of view. If

your audience -

they want the camera to show a scene from
the point of view of the drama's character.
We've all seen suspense or action-oriented

well as your own, you'll be more persuasive.
And never be a "demagogue"- a speaker who

films where it seems as if we're in the car

tries to manipulate listeners by appealing

they might l ike it!

careening over a cliff or running through

mainly to their emotions or prejudices.

Dare to share your
point of view with

One word of caution: be careful not to

you can address their ideas and attitudes as

Ihe T<i.islm.istPf • February

>■ State it emphatically. Don't bury your

have some first-hand knowledge of the prob

point of view somewhere in the middle of

lem, let the audience in on it.

your speech. State it right up front! That

^^Have you ever
noticed that when a

way you'll never leave audiences wonder

> Call for action. Finally, don't leave the

ing, "What's the point?"
And don't apologize for feeling strongly
about your topic - convey your conviction
with robust vocal style and precise gestures.

cific to do about the problem you've described.
Close your speech by encouraging them
to take action, now!

about a topic^ it

> Back it up. When you put the power of

PUTTING P.O.V. INTO PRACTICE

P.O.V. into your speech, it comes with an

Here are some examples of some of the types

makes you and the

audience hanging. Give them something spe

extra responsibility: your audience will ex

of speeches that will allow you to incorpo

pect you to back up your statements with

rate P.O.V.:

> A topic of broad general interest. How
about a speech on how to improve the pub
lic school system or merits of foreign aid or
about the importance of communication in

speaker really cares

rest of the audience
care too?''

a relationship? A speech on one of these

-4^

topics would be relevant and well-received
in any Toastmaster club.
>• A topic of local or community interest.
Why not talk about how your city could do
a better job controlling crime? Or about how

your town should have more parks and less
office buildings? Or the lack of good oppor
tunities for singles to meet the right kind of

people in your community? Topics of local
concern are bound to attract interest.

> In Table Topics. The next time you come

facts, data and proof. This gives you an ex
cellent opportunity to use visual aids.
Try putting together a simple chart with

figures backing up your claim. Or pass out a
copy of an article, highlighting quotes or statis
tics that support your points. Every piece will

help you gain credibility with your audience.
>• Illustrate your point. Evidence alone, how

ever, won't do the job completely. You shouldn't
rely on logic alone to carry your message don't forget to appeal to the heart, too.
Present your listeners with the human
side of your proposal. Tell them how the

forward for Table Topics, use your topic as
an opportunity to speak your mind. Starting
with a statement of a strong point of view
gives your impromptu talk a clear direction
and sense of organization.
So the next time you make a speech, why
not make it about something you really be
lieve in? The next time you come forward
for Table Topics, why not take a definite
stand on the subject at hand, and state it
with authority and conviction? 1 promise it
will lend an extra level of excitement to

your club - and to your speeches.

O

problem you're discussing affects of a typi
cal human being. Your own personal experi

Len L. Keeler, CTM, is a member of Wry Toast

ence can be a powerful motivator. If you

Club 4063-12 in Temecula, California.
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There is no

V

our confiising

ish language

Cl
by Krystyna Szawelski, ATM

With approximately 400,000 words in everyday use, En
glish has the largest vocabulary of any language. This gives
English speakers greater diversity in word choice and a wealth

of synonyms. For example, as Toastmasters, we may speak,

I
I
1
X

— ave you ever wondered why there's
I no egg in eggplant, no ham in
1 hamburger and neither pine nor
X apple in pineapple? Why English

muffins did not originate in England,

pronounce, articulate, vocalize, express or deliver our
speeches. When we evaluate, we may appraise, judge, assess,
analyze, criticize or scrutinize each other's performances. In
Table Topics we might be nervous, afraid and terrified or

appear confident, calm and composed - and the Grammar
ian may find us uhm-ing, ah-ing, er-ing, or uh-humming! In
short, English has a word for every occasion.
The flexibility of the English language means that we

can switch between passive and active tenses and not only

french fries from France or Danish

pastries from Denmark? And why

say "I gave a speech" but also "the speech was given by me"
- a construction that is impossible in any other language.
An English word also can act both as a noun and as a

sweetmeat is made from fruit while

verb - take "a drink" and "to drink" for example. In ques
tions of familiarity we don't have problems like the French

sweetbread has no bread, isn't sweet,

do with their various suffixes to accord with the status of

the person being addressed. In English we simply say "you."

but is made from meat?

These are some of the idiosyncrasies of the lingUsh lan
guage mentioned in Richard Lederer's book Crazy English.
Although English is the most commonly used language in
international mail, telephone calls and books, it remains

one of the most confusing languages.

The linguistic diversity of the English language can baffle

those attempting to decipher it. No other language has more
words spelled the same way, yet pronounced differently.
Taking the letter combination "ough" for example, we have
at least seven different ways of pronouncing this: cough,
bough, through, enough, tough and thought.
In spelling there are around 40 different sounds and

more than 200 different ways of spelling them. The "sh"
the Tc>a»lmds1er • February 1995

sound is found in champagne, shoe, sugar, passion, ocean
and ambitious. And the word "four" contains the letter

"u," though it is omitted in "forty."
One of the best examples of the complexities of the
English language lies in the difference between American

English and British English. George Bernard Shaw once said,
"England and America are two nations divided by a com
mon language." It has been argued that the two countries

have grown apart so rapidly that the day might come when
they won't be able to understand each other. This is illustrated
by the story of the American lady newly arrived in England,
where garbage collectors are known as dustmen. She wakes

up one morning to find three burly mei^on fier
doorstep announcinj

So which is the true lingua franca - American English or
British English? Words the English criticize as American
isms, such as "fall" (which is no longer used in Britain they say "autumn") and "gotten" (they say "got") and
"trash"(they say "rubbish") were in fact used by Shakespeare

and were common in Elizabethan England. Loan as a verb
rather than lend is labeled as an Americanism by the British
when in fact it was used in England eight centuries ago.
America has also introduced expressions that never ex

isted in Britain but are now in common use. Bill Bryson in
his book The Mother Tongue explains how the British do
something on a "shoestring" when the English word is
shoelace. Britons also talk about "the 64,000 dollar ques
tion," "looking like a million dollars" and having a

"megabucks salary." And they "step on the gas" although
they fuel their cars with petrol!

the>

American spelling has been adopted in some instances in

/

Britain -for example,the word "jail" instead of the previously
used "gaol" and "airplane" instead of "aeroplane." But the
British have clung to the word "programs" instead of "pro
gram" except when it is slotted into the computer as a disk.
The British have kept the "u" in words such as colour,
humour and labour yet dropped it in coloration, humorist
and laborious.

But although Oscar Wilde claims that "the English have

eally everything in common with the Americans except
nguage" the two languages really are not that different,
e British have endowed the Americans with some of

elr vocabulary and the Americans have introduced new

;xpressions to the British.
Language is a living thing and the English language is
ontinually changing and evolving. Environmental aware-

.ess has brought us new words such as ecotourism and

her dustmen.

"Oh," she said, "I won't be needing
your services because 1 do my own dusting."
In everyday speech around 4,000 words arc used differ

ently in America and Britain. Some variations are well
known - the British say lift instead of elevator, biscuits
instead of cookies and petrol instead of gas. British crisps
are U.S. chips and french fries are British chips. But other

differences may confuse the unwary visitor. English people
bathe their wounds but not themselves - they bath them
selves. While Americans would bathe in a bathtub an En

glishman would bath in a bath.
And if this isn't confusing enough, in Britain the Royal
Mail delivers the post and not the mail while in America

the postal service delivers the mail and not the post. Public
schools are private schools in Britain and squash is a drink,
not a vegetable.
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toxic racism. Some linguistic
changes have been short-lived:

We seldom make Schwarzkopfian
comments or tell someone to
MM

scud off since the ending of the

Gulf war, but since tlien the economic recession has popu
larized terms like corporate downsizing, deployment, para

daylight

digm shift and empowerment.

and hours,

If language is a living thing then the English language
with its ever changing and ever growing vocabulary seems to

especially rush

in broad

hours and happy hours, can last longer than 60 minutes!" 0

be more alive than ever. One can't help but marvel at a

language where, in the words of Richard Lederer: "Hot dogs
can be cold, darkrooms can be lit, nightmares can take place

KrystynaSzawelski,ATM,is a member of Diablo Club 4160-57
in San Ramon, California.
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■ Now let's take a look at several familiar

English words and phrases that turn out to

SAY WhAT?

mean the opposite of- or something very
different from - what we think they mean.
A non-stop flight. You'd be wise never to board one or you're apt to
go into perpetual orbit and soon run out of both peanuts and booze.

Preplan, preboard, preheat and pre
record. When you get right down to it,

people who do such things are simply
planning, boarding, heating and record

ing. Who needs all those pretentious prefixes.

A hot cup of coffee. Here again, our English is in hot wafer. Surely,

/ really miss not seeing you. Whenever anyone says that, the listener is

what we mean is a cup of hot coffee.
tempted to respond,"All right, I'll leave." What the speaker
Keep a stiff upper lip. Whenever we face disappoint
meant to say was, "I really miss seeing you."
ments or are afraid, it's important to keep both our lower
by Henry J. Pratt
A near miss. In reality, that's a collision in our some
and upper lips from quivering. Why be so partial?
times not-too-friendly skies or on a California interstate wrapped in fog.
I got caught in one of the biggest traffic 6o/f/enecks of the year. The
On the other hand, a close call is actually a near hit.
bigger the bottleneck, the more freely the contents of the bottle flows
I'm speaking tongue-in-cheek. If you spew forth your English that through if. To be true to English metaphors, we should say, "I got caught
way, how can anyone in the world ever understand you? Even when you in one of the smallest bottlenecks of the year."

take your tongue out of your cheek, you still might have trouble saying

Why,except for our King's English, must all shrifts be short, all lucre filthy,
all bystanders innocent, and all bedfellows strange? To say the least, surely a
Watch your head. We keep seeing this sign on low doorways all over the few shrifts are too long, and a lot of hard earned money is squeaky clean.
place, but no one has yet figured out how to comply with such a directive,
In our relationships with our bosses, we should try not to vent our
lust try watching your head or biting your teeth and see what happens.
spleens, but considering our total bill of health, why play second fiddle to
The announcement was made by a nameless official. If parents acted our lungs, livers and kidneys? Likewise, why must it be that only our
responsibly at all, everyone should have a name, even government offi minds are boggled and never our eyes or hearts? Instead of just casting
cials. Surely what we mean is, "The announcement was made by a aspersions why not try hurling or lobbing them?
what you mean and meaning what you say.

unnamed official."

I'll follow you to the ends of the Earth. Let the word go forth to the
four corners of the world that ever since Columbus, we have known the
Earth doesn't have any ends.

Yes, indeed, the English language is inconsistent, but isn't it fun to

pause occasionally and sift through all this word and phrase wreckage?
Whenever we do, we can't help but come up with more puzzling ques
tions than answers, along with a few grins and some real belly laughs. 0
ihf Toaslmaster • Febru.irv

Speeches on tough technical subjects, from the latest tax
laws to the future of nuclear power, seem almost guar
anteed to send your fellow Toastmasters nodding into their

tell stories, and help the audience participate in develop
ing understanding.

dinner salads. Nothing is as boring as an expert droning on
about some technical issue of interest to only about five
other people in the audience.

Streamline Ideas

Yet nothing is quite as rewarding to listeners as a speech

Fxperienced speakers know that the mt^st difficult topics

that relates new and thought-provoking information. More
importantly, many issues that strike with emotional im

are often those they know the most about. After all, squeez
ing 10 years of background and experience into a five-to-

pact - from the future of the space program to the pros and
cons of healthcare reform - really require that listeners
gather some basic technical knowledge as a prerequisite to
making an informed decision. For Toastmasters trying to
persuade audiences on complex issues, attempting to share

scven-minute speech requires some difficult choices.

special expertise, or simply looking for a new speaking
challenge, the extra effort required to master speaking on
technical topics is well worthwhile.
Technical communications experts Michael Cloitre and

The wise technical speaker limits the scope of the speech

to a single central purpose and recognizes that this purpose
must be adapted to the needs, interests and background of the
audience. In explaining the effects of the Clinton health-care
reform plan, we need to consider: Are audience members
most interested in how healthcare reform will affect their

individual budgets? Are they small business owners who worry

more interesting and valuable to audiences: streamline

about how insurance requirements will affect their bottom
line? Are they young people raising a family or are they nearing
retirement age? As technical speakers, we keep the audience's

ideas, emphasize the human dimension, use metaphors,

interest by gearing our message to "news they can use."

Terry Shin suggest five ways to make technical topics

by Wende M. V. Hawkins, CTM
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Make technical topics

less tedious by gearing your
message to "news

they can use."
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Talking Technical
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At the same time, the effective technical speaker simpli

fies-even oversimplifies. A Toastmasters speech is no place
to discuss minor exceptions, remote possibilities, obscure

similes and analogies are used to relate the unfamiliar to
the familiar - by emphasizing similarities between some
thing the audience already knows and something new, we

connections or intradisciplinary quarrels. While smooth
ing away complexities may feel uncomfortable at first, your

can make the new familiar.

audience will appreciate the effort. Rest assured that the

the chiropractor when we slip a disk, but when the earth

listener who truly wants to know exactly how to apply the

gets out of alignment, we have an earthquake."

provisions of Section C, sub 8.43, paragraph 2 of the tax
code will not hesitate to ask questions after the speech!

Similes compare two things using "like" or "as":"An atom
is like a little solar system, with negatively-charged electrons

Metaphors compare two things: "You and 1 may go to

orbiting around the sun consisting of neutrons and protons."
Analogies are simply more extended metaphors or simi

Emphasize the
Human

Dimension

Whoever said, "Man is the measure of all things" under

stood technical speaking. Rvery topic - from the different
procedures for refining oil to the federal government's

method of creating each year's budget (how arc those for
boring topics?) - exists because people make it exist.

Emphasizing the human dimension starts with thinking

les. "To understand how computers think, consider what

one would have to go through to do something as simple as
tying your shoes. Each step requires a yes or no decision:
shall 1 put my index finger on the knot to hold it steady?
Shall I move my wrist a fraction of an inch to tighten the
lace? Shall i change the angle of my hand so as to loop the
lace? Actions that are automatic and unthinking for us may
require several hundred instructions for a computer to ac
complish them. Scientists who try to use the computer to
understand human reasoning are hoping to get down to just

about how understanding your topic serves the audience's

the level of thought: to understand how wc learn to com

needs. But it also means thinking about how people out-

bine hundreds of tiny acts into a single purposeful action."

M Toastmasters speech is no place to discuss
minor exceptions, remote possibilities, obscure
connections, or intradisciplinary quarrels/'
side the audience are involved in the issue - as heroes,

victims, villains or beneficiaries. People are interested in
hearing about the character and actions of other people:

Tell Stories

that's why gossip is so fascinating! Human interest can

lend excitement to a topic as dry as how to build a new
computer system. This is exactly what author Tracy Kidder
was able to do in his Pulitzer Prize-winning book. The Soul

of a New Machine, where the reader is led through the
complexities of computer hardware and software by a host
of exciting and eccentric characters, ranging from com
manding, indefatigable manager Tom West to petite, ener
getic secretary Rosemarie Seale. When wc introduce the

audience to interesting people who care passionately about
the topic, we encourage the audience to care, too.

Use rietaphors

Corporate storytelling expert Peg Neuhauscr points out that
stories make information not only more memorable, but
also more believable. Stories engage listeners through excit
ing characters, suspenseful plots, and colorful language.
Storytelling is not limited to talking about the people
who made the decision or discovery. Using a technique
called "personification," we can tell stories in which ob
jects act as heroes and villains. You may recall this method
from those embarrassing fifth-grade "personal hygiene"
films in which the happy little sperm went on a trip to find
the egg of his dreams! Silly though it may have seemed at
the time, personification - treating an object as if it had the
characteristics of a person - can be a powerful way to keep
an audience involved in the fate of a scenic river, the

Metaphors, similes and analogies are among the most pow
erful tools available to a technical speaker. Metaphors,

passage of a bill, or the progress of a blood cell through the
body. One well-known example of this method at work is
ihe
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Isaac Asimov's Fantastic fuiirney, in which the characters are
shrunken and sent on an epic journey through the human
circulatory system.

Audience

Participation

to distribute puzzles beforehand; a club could even schedule
a special meeting in which several speakers provide exercises
and speeches about a common, complex topic.
By streamlining information, emphasizing the hu
man dimension, using metaphor, telling stories and gen
erating audience participation, we can engage our audi
ences' interest in even the most complex topics. The
Toastmaster who wants examples of these five techniques
in action can turn to a number of resources. I particu

It's hard to doze over your Iamb chops when you're doing
something. While not for the faint-hearted speaker, audi
ence participation can be an effective means of making a
topic come alive.

The simplest and most basic method of involving the
audience is to give listeners something to imagine, remem

ber, or silently respond to. The speaker might ask listeners
to imagine themselves as 6 inches high, to recall how it
feels to wake up from a nightmare, or to think about how
they would respond to a choice between creating jobs or
reducing the deficit. Storytelling, metaphors and rhetorical
questions all work here.

At a more advanced level, the speaker can provide hand
outs that trace a progress, asking the audience to follow
along. At the most advanced level, the speaker can actually
give the audience something to do: a puzzle to work out, an
opportunity to ask questions, even a specific role in the
speech. In a well-planned program, the speaker may be able

larly recommend the writing and television programs of
James Burke {Connections, The Day the Universe Changed),
Carl Sagan {The Dragons of Eden and others) and Issac
Asimov {Fantastic Voyage and numerous nonfiction books
on science and literature).

As our world becomes increasingly complex, the ability

to debate timely issues and communicate vital "background"
information becomes increasingly important. The techni

cal speaker soon learns that achieving perfect clarity re
quires as much artistry and effort as developing an emo
tionally moving style - but the informed audience is more
likely to stay persuaded after the last evaluation of the
evening is over. With lively delivery and the use of these
five techniques, the technical expert can become the most

interesting speaker on the program!

O

Wende M.V. Hawkins, CTM, is a member of Midway Club
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383-6 in St. Paul, Minnesota.
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■ WANT TO WRl'lT- COMPELLING LETTERS

and memos? Want to write persuasive copy?
Simply study your direct mail.

tapped right into my sense of security (and
fear of insecurity). In a memo, you could

my head. That's why I love junk mail - it

ask, "What is the one mistake that could

provides the best writing course in the world.
Every word is designed to produce results.
The pros have five seconds to hook you. If
you don't call that 800 number, they're fired.
So they know how to use word and phrase

ruin us?" Or simply begin by saying, "Pro

masculine; "penny" is feminine. "Take the

Cli

Tap into fear. A great headline: "I'll never

"You cannot bore people into buying."
The years 1 spent writing direct mail copy
drilled that classic David Ogilvy line into

cues like no one else in business: "Cent" is

By Phil Thelbert

memo or speech:"This seminar puts the right
person in charge. You."

quiz inside" beats "take the test inside"

They Laughed

lose my job. I'll never lose my job..." It

tect yourself."

Promise to iiniock a puzzle. "The Deaf
Hear Whispers" compels you to read on. for
a letter to your sales force: "How 1 doubled

my client list in one evening."
Promise exclusivity. "Quite frankly, our
credit card is not for everyone. And every
one who applies for membership is not
approved." If it works for them, it can

work for you. "I'm sending this to only a
select few."

When 1 Sat Down To Write
(people love quizzes, hate tests)."Postage-free" beats "postage-paid." With
upscale customers use "complimen
tary," not "free." "Do you make
these mistakes in English?" beats
"Are you afraid of making mistakes

in English?" And always include a
"P.S." - 80 percent of all direct

mail recipients read them.
You can use the same kind of

Junk mail provides

psychology to make sure your
own memos are read. Here are

some corporate writing tips

the best writing

that can be found in your di
rect mail:

course in the

Emphasize
control. "The

world.Try these
tips for catchy

Optima Card
puts the right
person in charge of your

interest rate. You." People want

speech openers.

to be in control of their lives. For a

Tantalize. "Think how wonderful

it would feel to walk without pain."

This can l>e applied to most company
problems. For a memo: "Think how
wonderful it would be to reduce our

inventory costs."

Show what's in it for me. "Save up
to 60 percent on the books you order."
For a letter: "Save up to 60 percent on
our long-distance calls."
Use headline grabbers.

"Golf pro banned from us
ing new 'hot' ball; flies too
far." To announce a

training

program:

"Learn to use a com

puter in less than an
hour."

Paint a picture. "Listen
to 500 dolphins shrieking in
panic as they gasp for air."
or a memo: "Listen to 500 an-

iKe ToaslmdSler • Februdty 1^95

gry customers screaming for refunds
unless you..."
Stress convenience. "Never

waste another evening return
ing videos. We pick them

Elicit guilt; stress urgency. "In the
10 seconds it took you
to open and begin to
read this letter, four
children died from

up." Tell your employees

the effects of malnu

how you can make

trition or disease."

their lives easier. To

Ow! Right to the
heart. Perhaps you
could use; "In one week our com

promote
your
travel desk, write:
"Never stand in line

pany will waste $10,000 unless

for another ticket."

you..."
Use bullets. People skip-read.

Emphasize the nega
tive. "Are you making

The pros use bullets to empha
size important points. For ex

these seven common

ample, when selling driving

mistakes in your

golf game?" In
your office, ask:
"Are you mak
ing these seven

glasses they write:

I

Beat headlight glare.
Drive through blinding
rain.

common mistakes

■ Increase vision and safety.

in your entries?"
Play on underdog appeal. Remember the
brilliant ad,"They laughed when 1 sat down

P.S. Don't throw away that direct mail! It'll

at the piano"? People love underdogs who
succeed. Use:"They laughed when I ordered

Reprinted from the April 11, 1994 edition of

100 new..." or "They thought I was nuts

The Wall Street Journal.

beat any writing course you ever took.

O

when..."

Ask provocative questions."When an em

ployee gets sick, how long does it take your

Phil Theibert is a speech writer for a large
Western utilitvin Phoenix, Arizona.

company to recover?" For a memo:"Are our

ZIG ZIGLAR calls it:

pumps costing more to operate than they

'^A valuable toolfor anyone who writes or speaks...

should?"

I expect to keep it easily accessible and to use it regularly."

Use the "barker" technique. "Call your
friends...check your fuse box...and get ready

Life-Affirming & In^irational Quotations: Believed To Be

to rock...because we're bringing the world's

The World's Largest Collection of Such Thoughts & Sayings

loudest, most awesome..." Those people are
excited! Show passion and excitement in

your letters. "This company is about to take
off like never before!"

Appeal to curiosity/greed. "If you think
you could never get a boat, a car and a trip
for $22.50, think again." For a memo: "If

you thought we can't earn $100,000 with
this new product, think again."
the Toastmasier • February 1995

The Rubicon Dictionary of Positive, Motivational,
7y341 quotations about 62 subjects, arranged according to 703 concepts
"The user-friendly design is notable ... the thematic organization makes it easy to locate
quotations ... Invaluable." —The Bulletin, Latrobe, PA

"...handier than Bartlett's and similar tomes o^anized by authors and
general subjects ... admirable..." —^The Star-Democrat, Easton, MD
"I recently bought a computer software program with famous quotes, but it pales
in comparison to this." —Capital City Weekly,Juneau, AK
"Easv to find exactly what is needed." —Zig Ziglar
44S pages • Prc-Paid. SZZ.VS (Claiiada, S28.9S; Other, SJO.'^S)
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by Patricia L. Fry

How to Get People to Listen
to What You Have to Say
Do people often interrupt when you're talking? Are your
comments sometimes ignored? Do you fee! inadequate
when it comes to expressing your ideas in a business meeting?
Would you like your verbal contribution to be taken more

seriously at work? At home? In social settings?
The way you talk is as unique as you are. And that
uniqueness should be encouraged. Your voice and speech
pattern are part of your identity. But, as with everything
else about you, if it isn't working for you it can and
should be changed.

Think about it: You go on a diet when extra pounds
put your self-image at risk. You join Toastmasters when
public speaking scares you. And you learn relaxation tech
niques when stress begins to interfere with aspects of your
life. So if you feel that you aren't really being heard, why
not change the way you present yourself verbally?
Following are speech habits and patterns that typically
hamper a person's ability to communicate effectively:
>• Phrases like "I think," "I guess" and "sort of" make you
seem unsure about what you're saying.

> Filling your conversations with extra words, sounds and
phrases, such as "you know," "know what I mean?" and
"uh," minimize the impact of your message.
> Frequent use of pet words and phrases like "well,"
"clearly," "anyway," "the fact is," "if you ask me" and
"on the other hand" make your speech pattern predict
able and uninteresting.

>■ Rambling on without getting to the point causes people
to lose interest in what you're saying.

> Answering a question in a questioning tone makes you
sound uncertain. For example, if your boss asks, "When
can I expect that report on my desk?" and you answer,
"This afternoon?" it's as if you're asking his permission
to bring it to him at that time instead of telling him
when you'll finish the report.
>• Speaking before gathering your thoughts. This results in
being much wordier than necessary - a real turn-off for
most listeners.
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>• Succumbing to speech-related habits such as: constant
throat clearing, covering your mouth with your hand,
swallowing and making smacking noises, lip licking and
lip biting. When conversing with someone displaying
one of these habits, it's hard to get past what's going on

with the hands, lips or tongue and concentrate on the
content of the conversation.

>■ Monopolizing a conversation. Even the best listeners
want a chance to speak during a conversation.

>• Repeating yourself. Some people do this for emphasis.
Too much repeating, however, makes you seem like a
school teacher who's talking to the class dunce.

We sometimes laugh nervously when we aren't exactly sure
about what we've just said or how it might be taken.
Sometimes inserting nervous laughter after statements be
comes a habit, one that says to others, "1 don't take myself
very seriously so don't pay attention to what I say."
The words we choose and our personal speech habits
aren't the only things that make the difference between
being listened to and being ignored. Another major factor
in our effectiveness as communicators is the way our voice
sounds and how we use it.

According to Susan Colla, who teaches vocal perfor
mance techniques in Ventura, California: "Many times

people don't enjoy talking because they don't like how
they sound. They don't like the feel of their voice when
they talk. They might say what they have to say very

quickly because it's uncomfortable for them to speak, and
to do a lot of talking is very taxing."
Some men and women speak at too high a pitch, too
quietly, too fast or they sound like mush mouths. Straining
to hear or understand someone is tiring. People soon lose
interest when listening becomes an effort.

iL)

But why talk about the sound and tone of the voice -

1. Maintain eye contact when talking or listening.
that's not something wc can change, is it? The good news, 2. Mean what you say and say what you mean. People
experts say, is that we can. Colla says,"Wc teach ourselves

will stop listening to people who habitually make empty

to use the speaking voice we use and there are exercises

promises or empty tlueats.

and techniques to help us develop a better speaking voice :L Use positive speech. No one enjoys listening to someone
- one that is taken seriously and that others will enjoy
who speaks negatively all the time. Check your word
listening to."

Learning to control and become comfortable with your
voice will positively affect your whole presence during a
presentation, whether it be at a Toastmasters meeting, in a
business setting or at a job interview. You'll feel more confi
dent and be more relaxed and thus, more well-received.

A common mistake many of us make, Colla says, is to
hurry our speech:"Often people, when they have the floor,

usage. If you habitually use words like "shouldn't,""can't,"
"don't," "never," "angry," "bad," "hate," "afraid" and
"fear," make an effort to change them to words like,
"can," "will," "accept," "love," "good" and "faith."

4. Use fewer "huts." The word "but" tends to negate any
statements preceding it. As an example, "I love her to

pieces, but she has a very sharp tongue" or "She has a
beautiful face, but she sure is fat."

feel like they'd better say what they have to say while they 5. Don't overdo the truth and honesty. Avoid these
have the opportunity. Maybe they don't think they're hold
phrases, "If you want my honest opinion" (Are your
ing the audience's attention so they'll speak very quickly.
opinions usually lies?) and "To be honest with you"(Are
Ihey should know that their speech is more impactful
you usually dishonest?).
when they speak more slowly and enunciate."

We usually aren't aware of our speech habits and
voice tone, however, unless we hear ourselves like oth

ers do. That's why experts suggest taping your voice

while engaged in conversation and then listening to
yourself critically. Place a tape recorder in the center of

the room when you're talking to a family member or

friend. This will help you judge whether you're speak
ing too loudly or softly in comparison with others. Is

(18

there someone you particularly like listening to? A friend
or celebrity? Pay attention to how they speak and use
words.

Once you've discovered which of your speaking habits
you want to change, begin working on one or two of them

throughout the day. Correct yourself on the spot each time
you mess up. Remember that it took years of practice to
develop your current speech pattern, so it will take time
and practice to achieve the changes you want.
Following are seven tips to help you be heard:

6. Check your sentence structure. The active voice makes

a stronger sentence. Instead of saying "Your speech can

be improved," say, "You can improve your speech."
Rather than "The ring was given to mc by Joe," say "Joe
gave mc the ring."

7. Appearance is important. Whenever you are giving a
speech or participating in a business meeting, job inter
view or promotion interview - anytime you'll be "on"wear something you know looks good on you and you'll

be immensely more relaxed. The less you have to worry
about during a business presentation or a social event,
the more successful you'll be.

Your eyes may be the window of your soul and your
hair, your crowning glory, but the way you speak is what
pulls everything together to create an image. And you
have the power to present any image you want.
0
Patricia L Fry is a member of Pro Speakers Club 7256-33 in
Ventura, California.
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Ata recent meeting, a Toastmasler

reading.' You probably came across a writer

delivered a speech that was well-

who used a lot of adjectives to describe

received by everyone in the audi
ence. bxcept for his evaluator. The Toast-

something. If you use too many in your
speech, you'll probably bore your audience

master had used the word "toilet" in the

and sound pompous. Or worse still, you

speech. This single word so completely ()f-

may alienate them. A listener shouldn't

fended the evaluator that he tuned out the

have to use a dictionary to understand your

rest of the speech.
In everyday conversation, we hardly even
think about how we're using our words. Yet,

speech.

as Toastniasters, we must. The wrong word
can destroy a speech, but the right one can
leave a lasting impact on the audience.
Try the following steps, and discover what
a difference one word can make.

Listen to others. Everyone has a unic]ue
style of speaking, shaped by where the
person grew up, liis or her peers, and level of
education.

Observe other people's everyday conver
sation. Notice how they put sentences to
gether and what kind of words they use.

There may be something you can use that
will appeal to a particular audience. Or you

may even discover a word or phrase you
should avoid because your audience won't
understand it.

Listen also for the things you don't like.
Perhaps someone uses a word crutch like
"you know." Maybe it's just the way a par
ticular word is used. If it annoys you, it
probably annoys someone else also.

jjfp end! Read! Read! You don't have

by

Adams

Make Those

Words
Concentrate next on making subtle
changes in the way you use words. For in-

^^
|
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stance, compare the following sentences and
decide wiiich sounds the most powerful:
We need to stop lillerin^.
We should stop littering.
We must stop littering.

It's amazing what a difference a single
word change makes! Yet, those subtle changes
can heighten the impact of your speech.
You only have a few minutes to get your
point across. Every single word counts. Learn
how to use words effectively by listening to

yourself and to everyday conversation. Read
books and magazines. You'll find yourself
armed with a j)owerful tool that you can use to

turn a good speech into a dynamic one. 0

to read the latest bestseller or a classic

novel. Just find something that appeals to
you and experiment. No matter what book
you select, you will learn something.
For instance, a writer has to target his
article or book toward a specific reader, A

Linda Adams is a member of Fort Lewis Clul)

69()-;i2 in Fort Lewis, Washington.

Membership Wizard™ +

book aimed at children wouldn't use college

level vocabulary. Reading will help teach
you to know your audience. Just find some
thing that appeals to you and experiment.

Listen fo yourself. It's important for you
to know what your audience hears. Have
someone tape your speech. Wait a week so
that it's not fresh in your mind, then listen
to it.

Look for word crutches. Once you iden
tify them, you can work on eliminating them.
Watch out for flowery words. Do you
remember an example of this from your
Ihe To.islnidsler • February I'I45
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For better or worse,
trite expressions are

here to stay.

W

CAf

orn-out
cliches, trite expressions
orn-o

and tired analogies - ail three can conspire
to doom an otherwise respectable speech.
Do as you please, but for me, I try to avoid
them like the plague.
By using cliches too liberally, you be

11

come your own worst enemy. It's like shoot

ing yourself in the foot, or cutting off your

L-.

nose to spite your face. It usually results in
an unmitigated disaster.

I've hesitated in the past to speak out
(^20

on this important issue because I too was a

frequent dispenser of cliches, and to criti

cize others would have been like the pot call
ing the kettle black. But now that I've gotten the situation
under control, I have some simple advice to offer.

high school friend. He and I go way back, and I know him

like the back of my hand. Dan is a college basketball coach,
First thing to do after writing a speech is to go over it but unlike most other coaches, he's not much given to
with a fine-tooth comb looking for banalities, [f you try cliches.
that and it doesn't work, remember that it's better to have
Not that Dan and 1 see eye to eye on everything. His
tried and failed than never to have tried at all. But above ail philosophy regarding sports is that winning isn't every
else, do not quit, because quitters never win and winners thing - it's the only thing. I don't entirely agree. I've always
never quit.
felt that it's not whether you win or lose; it's how you play
Another suggestion for those struggling with cliches is

the game.

to get in touch with a friend who can provide moral sup
In any event, Dan's the guy I call, as 1 did this past week
port - someone you can count on when the chips are while struggling with this essay. The conversation went
down. The person I call in such situations is Dan, an old something like this:

by Stephen K. Lindley
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Me: "Dan, I'm caught between
a rock and a hard place. Can
you help me out?

in the fight, it's the size of the
fight in the dog.
Some may say that cliches

Dan:"No sweat. A friend in need

lem and that I'm making a

don't present much of a prob
is a friend in deed. I'm all ears."

^ Mjhde, i/fVe

^

mountain out of a molehill. 1

beg to differ. Overworked cliches
are perhaps the most serious

Me:" OK, I'll lay it on the line.
Problem is I'm trying to write

menace to Western civilization

this article for The Toustnuister

since Adam was a lad. Everyone

and can't divorce myself from
these hackneyed phrases, try as
1 might. I'm about ready to

and his brother uses them.

MJeeded e>tit

the tedt.

Imagine the horror if Presi
dent Clinton had begun his

State of the Union Address: "My fellow Americans, we

throw in the towel.

stand today at a critical crossroads, facing unchartered
Dan: "Steve, put on your thinking cap and listen carefully.
You have to lay off those awful cliches. It's not easy, I know
- they're a dime a dozen - but it's what separates the men
from the boys."

waters and ominous clouds. 1 dare say that our future hangs

precariously in the balance, as we're perched here on the
brink of a precipice..." We would be the laughing stock of
all English-speaking people. America's prestige would drop
like a rock in water.

Me:"What'ya mean, jelly bean? Please explain, Lois Lane."

Others may argue that cliches are as American as apple

pie, and that they're here to stay, for better or worse. They
Dan: "Look, I know you're not the sharpest tool in the
shed, but you don't have to be a rocket scientist to under
stand that people don't want to read that rubbish. Now it's

should know that there are only two certainties in life, and

getting late and you don't want to burn the candle at both

With all due modesty, I can say that, by writing this
cliche-free essay, I've proven wrong the great British liter

ends. So hit the sack, sleep like a baby, and then get up at

the use of cliches is not one of them (for the record, they
are death and taxes).

the crack of dawn to work on that article. Well, got to run...

ary critic and writer, Havelock Ellis, who once remarked:

see you later alligator!"

"You cannot avoid using cliches, not even in the act of

condemning them." Little did he know.
Dan made it sound as easy as pie. I went to sleep plan
ning to rise with the sun, for I'm convinced that the early
bird catches the worm (only rarely do 1 burn the midnight
oil). At the sound of my alarm, 1
sprang out of bed like a bat out of

Stephen K. Lindley is a member of Postprandial Club 3259-65
in Rochester, New York.

learn the tricks the pros know!

hell. 1 sat down to work on the ar

ticle, but it was too early for me to
think straight, to get my bearings.
In the morning, my mind is as slow
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as molasses on a cold winter's day. 1
couldn't make heads or tails of it.
But lo and behold -1 didn't
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give up! 1 put my head to the grind
stone, and after a while, sure
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enough, all of the cliches were
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weeded out of the text. When fin
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ished, I was as proud as a peacock
and happy as a lark. It just goes to
show that it isn't the size of the dog
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■ IN THE BEGINNING THERE WAS A WORD.
Whatever planet you're on or from, if
A word existing since the dawn of time, you're trying to get a point across(and botch
shaping the lives of people throughout his ing it up as well as anyone else), uh is a way

tory, surviving flood, famine and the rav

of grabbing your head internally and say

ages of human evolution, giving form to the ing,"What the heck do I wanna say next? formless void - and proving itself time and without, of course, tipping off any unsus

again indispensable to both public and pri

vate speakers alike.
And the word was uh.

by Barry Kepp

pecting listeners.

ASSERTIVENESS INC-UH-PACITATION

Uh is a useful word, its importance not at When a person feels powerless, uhn-coufiall, uh, diminished by its, uh, size. It serves dent,
or like a spinelessly worthless waste of

Uh
{22

many purposes, not the least of which is to

rekindle our collective uhn-conscious social
nostalgia by making uhs all sound like cave
dwellers. But its usefulness extends well be
yond that, touching not only on the histori

cal, but on the rhetorical, allegorical and
metaphorical as well. In short, it's a power
ful word. This little keg of dynamite must be
used correctly, as outlined below, to avoid
disastrous social repercussions and interna

Never under

tional incidents.

good protoplasm and DNA, he or she com
monly retreats into hushed communication

and sweaty palpitations. This, in turn, trig
gers the activation of the uh-drenal gland.
which begins secreting uh-drenaline - the
substance which, uhn-like its more wellknown counterpart, is responsible for im
peding coolness, calmness, and collected-

ness. The result can be pretty tih-gly. "Uh, I
was wondering, ///?,...if you had considered
my-?//?...request for ///?...raise?"

VERBAL THOUGHT-BUBBLE FORMATION
INTELLIGENCE MODIFICATION
estimate the power When
talking, a person often needs to pause Sometimes, because of the societal pressures
for station identification and contemplation.

of uh - It's a piece

of verbal dynamite!

of conformity and normification, the bright

Uh facilitates this nicely, allowing one to est person in the world will still use this
gather thoughts for the next verbal folly-///?, two-lettered wonder like it was goin' outa
volley. You can almost see the bubble over

the speaker's head, a frantic jumble of words

style, in an attempt to fit in and blunder

with the majority of the species. A college
flashing like a jungle of neon signs. It's a pit professor stopping at a service station, for

stop in the communication race.

Actors forgetting their di-uh-logue some
times choose this recourse. In the movie
Forbidden Planet, Walter Pidgeon uses this
marvel of ancient linguistic science no fewer

than thirty-nine times. And why not? He

example can easily exhibit a degree - and I
don t mean a Ph.D - of hesitation at the
simplest question:

Mechanic: What kinda car ya got?

portrays a linguistics scholar!(Sophisticated

Prof: Uhhh, uhhh Volvo.

joke or bad acting? Rent the video and keep

Mechanic: What's wrong with it?

a pen handy.)

Prof: Uhhhh, Idono.
the roasim.isler • febnisry 1995

(Note how uh can be cleverly disguised as

eracy rate. Indeed, many uh Rhodes scholar

the indefinite article, a.)

has been known to uhn-wittingly uhn-dulate
back and forth from lucid eloquence to uhn-

FABRICATION COMPENSATION

conscious, uh...uhh...uh-bomination of the lan

There are two signs that jointly indicate
when a person is lying. The first is failure to
maintain consistent eye contact - or ocular
shiftification. The second is the d-less duh.
Wife: You wanna go out and eat with the
Sheltons, dear?
Husband: Oh, uhhh, I'd love to, babe,

but-uh, I'm not really feeling good and uh,...
I'm kinda tired, so-uh, 1 think ril, uh...fix
the-uh...sink!

[But-uh, and-iih, so-uh, and the-uh are re

guage (known as cerebration dislocation). The
conscientious conversationuh-list or savvy

saying, ^What the

own communication style for the presence

of this stumbling block, it's important to uhvoid confusing the word uh for the word um.
While commonly thought to be synonyms,
the two have nothing to do with each other.

time of the year, means variously, "Do you
know the way to San jose?" "I'm With Stu
pid," and "Can't we all just get uh-long?"
In uh-ddition, here are some tricks you

heater. This is referred to in the literuh-ture

can use to uhn-train yourself from this uhnfortunate behavior. Whenever you feel an uh

as a conversation-uhl belch. Or, in the case of

coming on:

a public lecture, a presentation-uhl glitsche.
Toastmaster: And looking out at all these
smiling faces tonight, uh, takes me back to my

1. Do an intern-uh-Uzed mental scan.

days at San Quentin - uh, San Antonio Univer

2. Take a deep breath or two.

sity, where I gave my first speech about the joys
of, uh, forensics.

3. Remind yourself that, contrary to the

"Think before you speak."

dictates of your low self-esteem and the
well-founded opinions of everyone on the

planet, you are intelligent - and it's okay.

These are the marathon talkers, the motor

4. Tell the truth.

mouths who somehow fail to uhn-derstand

5. Muster up all your self-confidence into

that a conversation is a two-way exchange
of information, not a one-way inundation.

throat. You're bound to either express

Mistaking the word di-uh-logue for monologue,

yourself more clearly, gag in the effort, or

they use the itinerant interjection to reserve
their space in their ongoing soliloquy, let

ting you know they're about to speak some
more! These irritants are dyed-in-the-wool
combatants in the battle to be uhn-derstood -

a hard battle to win, especially with control

a single thought, and focus it into your

utter a sound so hideously garbled as to

frighten the living daylights out of any
one who might have challenged what
you were trying to say.

6. Speak in sentences of fifty words or less.
7. Finally, repeat after me:

freaks like this.

The abundance of uh in the vocabulary
of the average Uh-merican is uh-scending at

The Uh-mancipation Procluh-mation:

"I'll never say uh uh-gain."

O

an uh-larming rate - directly proportionate,

though not exclusively bound, to the illit
the Toastmaster • February 1995

heck do I want to

say next?^^^

Um is, in fact, a corrupted form of the San

ANXIETY MODULATION

CONVERSATION DOMINATION

internally and

One final caution: In uh-ssessing one's

skrit word aum which, depending on the

ety a bit-like a pressure valve on a hot-water

grabbing your head

speaker can become uh-ware of this tendency,
and uh-tempt to iih-lay it at every turn.

cent additions to the-uh English language.)

When a speaker is nervous or anxious, the
monosyluh-bk miracle can release that anxi

is a way of

Barry Kepp is a writer living in St.Louis,Missouri.
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When that oafish official hits you with
some convoluted, nonsensical phrase,

fight back in plain English.

DATA

TRANSPOR
SYSTEM

H government worker in Australia decided it was time
for a raise. So he summoned all his courage and asked
his boss, a high-ranking official.

The boss said; "Because of the fluctuational predisposi
tion of your position's productive capacity as juxtaposed to
government standards, it would be monetarily injudicious
to advocate your requested increment."

The staff person said, "1 don't get it."
Responded the official: "That's right."

Tike the staffer asking for a raise, many people are
dumbstruck when trying to understand the language used
by bureaucrats. Increasingly, more officials are telling it

(21
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like it isn't. Unclear language, known as "gobbledygook" as asset through no fault of your own. The meaning is clear
often says one thing but means the opposite.
to lawyers but not to most laymen."
Yearly, organizations of English teachers release
The committee on Public Doublespeak was formed in
"Doublespeak" awards that mark some of the worst - and 1971 by the National Council of Teachers of English and
most confusing - misuses of the English tongue. For ex is devoted to encouraging people to speak and write
ample:"One year, an airline hid the crash of an expensive clearly. Each year, the organization hands out two awards:
airplane and the deaths of three people by listing the crash The Orwell Award goes to the person or group who has
in its annual report as an "involuntary conversion of a consistently employed honest, easy-to-understand lan
747," says William D. Lutz, who is chairman of the Com
guage; the Doublespeak Award goes to those who have
mittee on Public Doublespeak and an English professor at used the most misleading, self-contradictory or evasive

Rutgers University. "Involuntary conversion means losing

language.
the Toasimaster • February 1995

hy C/j.ir/t'.v Downey

REVENUE
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NHANCEMEN
with a nine megaton nuclear bomb) "a very large poten
tially disruptive re-entry system."
Why do people resort to doublespeak? One reason, says
Dr. Lutz, is that "doublespeak covers something up or puts
a better face on a bad situation. So instead of a tax increase,

we hear from Washington, D.C. news about 'revenue en
hancement.' Cemeteries advertise 'pre-need arrangements.'
And in one hospital, patients don't die, instead they suffer

-l
0.?-- ,

'negative patient care outcome.'"
Sometimes doublespeak can be almost impossible to
decipher. For instance, check-out clerks who work less than
forty hours at one supermarket are now "part-time career
//

#

[doublespeak covers something
up or puts a better face
on a bad situation."

f

'M

associate scanning professionals." Spoiled fruit and veg
etables at the same store are "distressed produce." Califor
nia no longer has emergency vehicles; instead,"major inci

dent response units" arrive at accidents and fires. Junk
yards are hard to find, but you might come across "auto
recyclers who deal in predismantled, previously owned
'VA--. v^*siia

parts." And used cars no longer are used or even "preowned"- they are billed as "experienced automobiles."
"1 see doublespeak as the deceitful abuse of language
used to hide, mislead, and cover up," says Richard Coe, an
English professor at Simon Fraser University in Burnaby,
British Columbia, and chairman of the Canadian Council

Doublespeak is something like the concept of "double
think" ("war is peace," "death is life") and "newspeak,"

of Teachers of English. "Doublespeak pretends to commu

expressions coined by British author George Orwell
to show how language can wear a false face.

evading responsibility. It is language which prevents
thought."
Consider the message of the North Korean doctor who

Past winners of the Doublespeak Award have included
the U.S. State Department (for replacing "kill" with "un
lawful or arbitrary deprivation of life"), Yasir Arafat (for
saying "The PLO does not want to destroy Israel. It is
precisely because we have been advocating co-existence
that we have shed so much blood.") and a Colonel in the

U.S. Air Force for calling a Titan II missile (which is tipped
the Toastmasler • February 1995

nicate but does not. It can make the bad seem good while

once declared there were no prisons in his nation, only
"labor reform camps for ideological reeducation." Or the
economists who no longer complain about recession but
calls dwindling consumer purchasing power "a period of
advanced negative economic growth." And here's a classic:
A Rolls Royce spokesman in England insisted that his cars

il)

do not break down."Occa

Ak Rolls Royce spokesman in

sionally," he explained,
"they fail to proceed"!

England insisted that his cars

summated in church" and

Observes Lutz; "At the

do not break down.

"The hills were worn

'Occasionally/ he explained,
'they fail to proceed."

"very difficult way to wear
down hills," Smith says.
This loss of precision

Pentagon in Washington,
D.C., the word "peace" has

been done away with. In
stead, there is "a state of

permanent pre-hostility."

combat secularism, all
marriages should be con

War has become "violence

down by eroticism" - a

in our language seems in
evitable, given our most

processing." Today's soldiers are never outnumbered, but popular modes of communication. Gone are the days when
they might "operate in a target-rich environment." And people communicated by letter and spent evenings curled
enemy nations no longer are invaded by parachute at night; up with a good book. Today, the telephone and television
what the army does Instead is a "predawn vertical inser are the main media of communication. And, despite the
tion." The U.S. Department of State doesn't understand

"kill," but it does comprehend "arbitrary or illegal depriva

efforts of English professors to teach the correct usage and
meaning of words, many high school and college students

tion of life."

venture Into the world

Other times, double

speak turns into something
resembling a foreign tongue.
Author James Boren, a
former official in the State

Department and author of
Fuzzify, a book about bureau
cracy, reports that some of
ficials have aeated their own
words. For instance:

▲ Legalay - to delay a de
cision or action by requir
ing a lawyer's opinion.
▲ Mobiate - to execute a

180-degree

turn

of

with vague ideas about

SYSTEMATIC BUZZ

clear writing. Says Judith

PHRASE PROjECTING

English at Moorpark Col
lege in Moorpark, Cali

If you want to fight back and purposely engage in obfuscatory

fornia: "Because most
students don't like to

Ramos, an instructor of

scrivenery, a chart - credited to several bureaucrats - was

read, and because they

devised to help you pen true doublespeak. Though most super

tend to misspell the

visors will have no idea what you mean, chances are none will

words they hear, they

ask, and all will be impressed.

unknowingly
doublespeak."

To use the "Systematic Buzz Phrase Projector," simply pick
a number from each column, say, "917." Then just jot down
the words opposite those number.

create

Thus, Ramos'students

wrote of "pier pressure,"

a "profit of doom," "my
COLUMN 1

policy while appearing
not to be making any

COLUMN 2

COLUMN 3

pears and myself" and

0. integrated

0. options

1. total

change at all.

0. manpower
1. organizational

2. systematized

2. monitored

2. capacity

the "route of all evil." In
their minds,senators "are
chosen on the basis of

3. parallel

3. reciprocal

5. responsive

4. digital
5. logistical

3. mobility
4. programming

senility," and too many

4. functional

5.concept

6. optional

6. transitional

6. time-phase

7. synchronized
8. compatible

7. incremental

7. projection

guage." (They probably
cluck their tongues a lot.)
Yet there are ways to

8. third-generation
9. policy

8. hardware

combat this destruction

9. contingency

of the English language.

A Bloatate-expanding or
puffing up a report.
But doublespeak isn't
confined to the State De
partment. Jack Smith, a

long-time columnist for the
Los Angeles Times, collects

written examples of malapropisms, misplaced modi
fiers and assorted solecisms,
all of which add to the

crushing burden of double
speak. For instance, "Po
land was dismembered

peace by peace...," "To

9. balanced

1. flexibility

people use "fowl lan

Anne Davis Toppins, as

One civil engineer secured a summer job by selecting buzz
phrases "017" and "100" to help compose the following un
questioned memo to his boss:"Mr. X currently is assisting civil
engineers in the flood control district in the development of a
'balanced organizational projection' in preparing background
research and related drawings, which will provide the district
with 'total manpower options.'"

sociate professor in the

College of Education at

the University of Ala

bama, Tuscaloosa, fights
doublespeak in the class
room by insisting her stu
dents write out business

themes with as many
the Toaslmaster • February 1995

one-pulse words as possible. To demon
strate how understanding rises as multi
syllable words drop, she rewrote the U.S.
pledge of allegiance:
"1 pledge my troth to the flag of the
states that are joined in this land and to

thing on which you stand, and 'lectern'
something on which you lean or place
notes, are often misused. A journalist
wrote in The New York Times, 'He

pounded on the podium/ so I saw in
my mind's eye a speaker on his hands
and knees pounding on a floor.

the form of rule for which it stands; one

large state with trust in God, not to be
split, in which all can be free and for
whom the law is just."

"The hope for the language lies in
writing which uses less pretentious
words and, above all, words to which

Pointing out the ludicrousness of doublespeak is an
other method that often works. "A great deal of
doublespeak can be changed with laughter expressed

For history shows that writing that uses short words en

through letters and telegrams," Dr. Lutz says. "For in

dures because we need not work so hard to grasp the

stance, one university changed the name of its 'depart
ment of human kinetics' back to 'physical education'

meaning. After all, would people today remember Ben
Franklin with such warmth had he written: "Nothing in

when I ribbed them about it."

life is certain except revenue enhancement and negative

Smith adds,"Some linguistics say the language is always

we know the meaning."
And, more often than not, the more concise, the better.

patient care outcome?"

0

in a state of change and what you say or write doesn't make

that much difference. But look at the way 'podium,'some-

SP H H CH

C/iar/es Downeyis a freelance writer from Fawnskin,California.
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estimate Airmail al 30% o( tolal, surface at 20% (minimum
$1.50). Any excess will be billed through your Club's account

Address

City

California residents add 7 75% sales lai.

Sute/Province.

1169-E
TOTAL
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Country

Zip Code
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IN MEMORY OF FORMER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Maurice Foiiey;
that position by the Board of Directors.
(Blanding served as the first Executive Direc

tor for 13 years; prior to that time, the

founder of Toastmasters, Dr. Ralph Smedley,
led the organization in the position of Ex

Si

ecutive Secretary.)

During Forley's time in office, Toastmas
ters International experienced notable

growth and change. Among the highlights
of his administration: membership increased
by one-third, 12 new districts and two new
overseas councils were added, and the first

World Headquarters building was planned,
constructed and dedicated. Forley also was

(^28

instrumental in a number of program ad
vancements, including the establishment of
Maurice Forley (left! and Tl

Founder Ralph Smedley at the
dedication of the organization's
lirst headquarters building in
1962.

m DUFFING Jm I>AST 70 YEARS OF ITS Ex

istence, Toastniasters Internationars hieadquar-

Gavel Clubs and club speakers bureaus. In
addition, he was an associate professor of

ters operations tiave been led by four Execu

speech communications at what is now Cali

tive Directors. This past November, the second

fornia State University at Fullerton, Califor

man to hold that position, Maurice Forley, nia; wrote a number of articles for periodi
died after an extended illness at tiie age of 84. cals such as Rt'iiiler's Digest and Law Journal;
Throughout his lifetime, Maurice Forley compiled Dr. Smedley's book. Personally
served in a number of distinguished posi Speakhi^; authored his own book. Public
tions. Born in Indianapolis, Indiana, on Speaking Without Pain; and was profiled in
September 9, 1910, he graduated from Yale

University and Northwestern University
School of Law. Forley began practicing law
in Indiana and Illinois, and eventually was
licensed to practice before the Supreme Court
of the United States. In the years leading up
to World War II he held several government
positions in Washington, D.C., and during
the war was an officer in the Judge Advocate
General's Department of the Army. After the

the 1966 edition of Who's Who.

Upon his resignation as Executive Direc
tor in 1967, Forley said, "It has been a de

manding and exciting job, and 1 have en

joyed all of it. 1 shall cherish my long and
close association with Dr. Smedley,and value
the friendship of the officers, directors, mem

bers of our staff and the many friends all
over the world 1 have gained from the work."

war he served as executive assistant to the

Forley and his wife, Joi, spent a number
of years in Mexico before retiring to Tucson,

mayor of Los Angeles and later became Direc
tor of Human Relations for Hunt Foods, Inc.

Rancho Santa Margarita, California, will note

Forley joined the staff of Toastmasters
International in 1956 as an Administrative

Counsel and Editor of The Toasttnaster maga
zine. When Executive Director Ted Blanding
resigned in 1958, Forley was appointed to

Arizona. Visitors to World Headquarters in
that his name is engraved in granite at the
front of the building. But perhaps his most
enduring memorial will be the legacy of lead
ership and commitment that Maurice Forley
gave to Toastmasters around the world. 0
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hall of fame

w
The following listings are ar
ranged in numerical order by
district and club number.

ATM

John Robinson, 6821 -11
Robert FornesI, 1475-12

Eileen Hooybcrg, 1591-21

Congratulations to these Toast-

Lielo Rennebaum, 4062-12
Kenneth |. Ellison, 4397-12

Ethel Merideth, 282-22

masters who have received the

Robert Wherry, 4906-16
Bryan L. Pcarce |r., 8050-18

Teresa Sonsthagen, 3786-20

Able Toastmaster certificate of

loan Rich Egea, 5130-12
Louise E.Wright, 5170-12
Sally Cernie, 6642-12

achievement.

Robert 5, janlce, 6900-12

Patricia M. Christenson, 522-U

Lila Lee Shoemaker, 7213-12
Jerome J. Wisneski, Sr, 4021-13

masters who have received the

Tony Brown, 6667-30
Marian Zaske, 6576-32
Martha S. Taub, 9833-39
Rollie johnson, 4541-47

Distinguished Toastmaster cer

Edward L. Kitchens, 915-50

Sam Cwaiteen, 6138-F

tificate, Toastmasters Interna

Rosalyn Kahn, 7488-52

DTM
Congratulations to these Toast-

Patricia A. Spolanski, 4553-26
Sherry C. Picciolo, 8858-27

Yining Xie, 1015-1

Robert W. Oppie, 2211-2
Paul 1. Kaftanski, 2732-2

Eric B, Bailey, 186-16

Lance Miller, 2374-1

Merlyn I. Reeves, 5681-1

Joel D. Sweeney, 9168-U

Anne Redstone, 8842-1

Palrick B. Dunne, 9168-U

ATM Bronze

C- Stephen Law, 1844-14
Martha Ann Cherry, 3411 -14
William E. Sayle, 4218-14
Sharon Y. Moore, 6972-14
Nancy Hazen, 7517-14
Horace Richard Barnes, 8201-14
Mardi Colletl, 7509-15
Patricia j. Goodell, 7509-15

Stephen Gicsen. 1398-1

tional's highest recognition.

Merle Minkoff-Singer, 977-1
Floyd R. Negley, 2531-3

Larry R, Reese, 691-F

Nancy lane Parker, 4470-2

Benford Faulk, 1678-16

Ronald M, Rael, 4723-2

Velma Kingsland, 1680-16
James Raymond, 2066-16

Laird CuUersen, 9055-3

Congratulations to these Toast-

Craig Koontz, 895-5

masters who have received the

William P. Vacca, 7991-5

Able Toastmaster Bronze cer

Kevin Douglas Murphy, 5134-2

David F.Seilen, 3076-16

tificate of achievement.

Stan Newman, 8546-3

Mary J. Pryor, 8155-16

Jeannic Thomas-Drais, 9145-3

Nancy Buhl, 8735-F

Stanley F, Green, 1243-4

Laura A. Lively, 8288-16
Madelyn Cameron, 5427-17

A. jayne Major, 743-1
Frank Arko, 9509-2

James D. Gorman, 1577-4

Maurice Shamash, 1736-18

George Louis, 4014-4

Catherine Jewell, 335-19

Cynthia Kerford, 7080-3

Ronald Mori, 6509-4

Opal Current, 671-19

Betty Moriarity, 8146-3
Hakim Sanaie, 7380-4

jamc's M. Hicks, 7096-4
Lynn C. jameson, 7096-4
Gary M. Leger, 7242-4
I. Neal Cox, 7838-4

Lisa Anghileri, 253-7
Robin Adams, 1597-7

Gary S. Shumway, 290-12
Marilyn Mitchell, 8691-12
Stan Coltrell, 3412-14

L- Mac Tillman, 5852-14
Michael W. Hall, 6290-14

Simone Copeland, 8257-14
A. L. "Bill" Laxton, 973-21
Jim Barton, 3081-21

Wayne Alexander Cooper. 9740-21
Midge Cameron Mitchell, 970-33
Alberto Guerrero Barba, 4276-34

Cheryl Ann Kuzyk, 3146-42
Aleta L. Peterson, 3489-42

Ronald Kitt, 6233-42

John W, A, Cooper, 6279-42
Bart Arbuthnot, 5691-44

Lucy Mullen Ball, 2895-46
C.C. Fridlin. 3963-48

Sharon Chandler, 8047-60

jerry W, Davenport, 6048-63
Paul McMichacI, 9151-63

Stephen Linnington, 3751-64
Frank P. Connelly. 2661-66
Erich R. Freiburger, 5868-70
Jay Reay, 309-71
Johnny T. Uy, 2100-75
Teresita R. Navales, 4768-75

loan Moser, 1392-6
Lisa Powell, 2905-8

Barbara |. Wallace, 474-5

Debra A. Bordeaux, 1678-16

Dean Ziegler, 624-5
Rozella K, Spikes, 643-5
Frances Wyborney, 1112-5
Janice A, Riggins, 7129-5

Earnie Gray, 4101-16
Kathleen F. Steece, 4664-22

David Hankins, 8262-5
Martin Olmeda, 8598-5

Cynthia Klaila, 5731-23

Marc Sullivan, 3748-28

Brett Kajalainen, 271-6
Bridget Schmidt, 2426-6
Nikki Studey McGowan, 4324-6
Margaret Luella Robertson, 4535-6

Jane D. Weis, 9194-23

Ralph Morrell, 8359-14

Herbert D. Nowlin, 1224-33

Jerry Then, 3252-33

Kay Collis, 6150-33
Melba McGlamary, 4580-36
George H, Britton |r., 7807-36

PegL, Beissel, 2351-38
Dolores W. Jones, 7039-38
Barbara Blank, 5218-39
Jeanne Roska, 1131-42
Jim Powers, 8005-42
Frank A. Gentile, 4593-46

Ray Crozier, 9352-47

masters who have received the

John Kimbrough, 4108-50
Dwight L. Davis, 5569-50
Frederick |, Kossegi, 2208-56
Caroline Powers, 8322-56

Bob Nisller, 5298-6

Ralph B.Wallace, 4357-23
David L, Rosen, 4509-23
Hector Marusich, 9156-23

EileneM, Lloyd, 2102-24
Bonnie Niemeier, 6405-24

Thomas W. Mayo, 6999-24
Deborah M. Aly, 1184-25
Janet E, Hamm,6332-25

Dorothea (Dora) Kelsey, 7558-7

Eugene E. Castleberry, 8055-25

Anna Kleiner, 5571-8
Bliss E, Weeks, 7934-8

Nancy Tullos, 8565-25
Call A. Middieton, 741-26
Jean Fulton, 2429-26

Dwight Davis, 9643-8
Albert R. jacques, 81-9
Laurie Dohcrty, 154-9
Earl I.Wright, 1760-9
Phillip A. Mendiguren, 4599-9
Linda Cameron, 5927-9
Rosalie Nourse, 7136-9
Wanda M. Milliron, 941-10

Delorcs F. Lenzy, 9445-56
Asha Goldberg, 4293-57

Thomas R. Cooney, 2803-10

cate of achievement.

Denis Timothy Burke, 2274-70

Annabella McLuckie Kyle, 2053-72

Russell H- Sandidge, 4936-10
Floyd j- Frenia, 44-11

Charley G. Liebelt, 615-F

A, lack Headford, 3511-72
Rob Caldwell, 9369-74

Anne Yeiser, 5103-11
Keith T. Thomerson, 5104-11
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Reeta Sanatani, 6265-21

Dolores M. Salazar, 799-23

Roland W. Kruggel, 31-7
Betty Toohey, 852-7
John Wallace Dunning, 3657-7

Able Toastmaster Silver certifi

Norbert Trent, 126-5

RonaldW.Luethe, 581-20
Diane Blair, 8862-20
Mavis Parker, 2986-21

Dwight A. Davis, 9643-8

Darrel J, Francum, 6860-47

Congratulations to these Toast-

FrankR.Hanna, 2388-19
Jane A. Prentice, 3595-19

John M. Goris, 160-9
Kathryn E. Starr, 2330-12

Gregory J. Van Tuyle, 8069-46

ATM Silver

Melvin H. Weaver, 4801-2

J. Augustine Hsu, 4936-10

Sylda Regan, 6332-25
Sara A, Marshall, 6530-25

Iva Cross, 5587-26

Lucinda L. McCombs, 5587-26

Kay L. Medina, 7312-26
Tracy Perry, 8750-26
Robert W, Jackson, 8832-26

Harold L. Aldridge, 611 -27
Frederick L. Grant, 3772-27
Susan W. Gates, 4967-27

Jeanelte L. Madison, 8858-27
William Percival, 8913-27
Terry P. O'Connor, 9212-27
Kalherine M. Morrin, 573-28

MarleneA. Purdy, 2547-28

29J

lanice M. Newman, 983-30

Brenda Tenner, 7825-43

David D- Branigan, 4585-30

George L. Cottingham 111, 8883-43

Robert O'Neill, 4585-30
Frederick P. Bartlett, 4888-30
lames M. Breclaw Sr., 5534-30

Bula F. McGowen, 763-44
Jeanette N. Waters, 1875-44
Annette LaRee lenks, 6145-44

Odessa Wilherspoon, 5579-30

Jim Duran, 816-45

William H. Rhode, 6671-30
Betty Krausc, 7175-30

Marylin V. Koutlelka, 5265-46
Frances C. Okeson, 9679-46

Jerry Desgroseillers, 3319-61

Karen Shepherd, 329-32

Robert Sullivan, 22-47

Lee Curtis, 1290-32

Pierre Gauvin, 4856-61
Jim Robinson, 7706-61
Dawn M, Force, 868-62

Thomas J. Tanksley, 3254-33

David Robert Rae, 976-47
Jennie S. Goicoechea, 1702-47
Robert J, Burr, 1810-47
Art Childs, 1958-47

Stella Christian, 6765-33

Francia M. Hollaway, 1958-47

loseph H. Bagneski, 1350-35

Helen Torres, 2284-47

Charles B. Dick, 3704-32
Connie M. Klein, 4785-32

Mia M. Colberts, 7144-72

John Barrie Wood, 1634-73

Marilyn Newby, 5389-73

Sidney Levy, 5387-57

Ron Young, 7535-74

Margie L. Mitchell, 2500-58

Felipe i. iledan jr., 2844-75

Rcid Sullivan, 3644-58
William B. Everilt, 1609-60

loan Pehrson, 868-62

Vinod K. Bharadnaj, 2648-62
Lois Coleman, 4120-62
Norman D. Kinney, 5419-62

ANNIVERSARIES
."5 y(virs
Twin Falls, 149-15
Tulsa, 148-16
45 vear.s

Thomas N. Carlson, 1983-35

Sue McDonald, 2284-47

Linda Baldwin, 7910-62

lames B. Scrivner, 8979-35

Jeffrey D. Snow, 2445-47

Cambridge, 785-40

Billy P, Mitchell, 603-36

Jylmarie Kintz, 2449-47

I. B. Combs, 2983-63
George Jones, 3753-63

Samuel H. Kohler, 1212-36

Blake D. Smith, 3674-47

C. Franklin Home, 3930-63

Portsmouth, 771-66

Sanford E. Saidman, 1906-36
David H. C. Nhu, 3637-36

Barbara Mayer, 6026-47

june L. O'Brien, 4580-36
Cecilia Hurt, 5309-36
Omar E. Alia, 6283-36

Fred Reilly, 7250-47
Doreen Wagner, 7306-47

Jay Winkler, 6549-63
Gail Perry, 4574-64
Andrew M. Vergo, 476-65
Judith P. Staples, 5460-65
Saide L. Boyer, 3184-66

Ashutosh S. Bhargave, 2435-38

Elsie Maniscaico, 7387-47

John B. Haskell, 3386-66

Jack D. Levitt, 3954-38

Leslie W. Brown, 248-49
Carl T. Takata, 4822-49
Mark J. Sadiek, 1064-50
Nola K. Marsh, 4819-50

Richard L, George, 6322-66
Patricia Anne Molloy, 749-69

Larry Thelen, 2060-39
jean Andresen, 3316-39

Bob Roberts, 7345-39

(30

Bettyc Jewel Taylor, 9325-56
Bill Dahl, 452-57
James Springer, 5229-57

Nicholas R. Skalski, 6745-47
David S. Erickson, 7250-47

Janelte Marris, 1764-69
Joan M. Powell, 5096-69

Beverly J. Miller, 5509-50
Dwight L. Davis, 5569-50

Harvey Spaulding YMCA, 781 -62

4() VCtirS

Sequoia, 1689-4
Cedar Hills, 751-7

Atomic City, 1760-9
Thunderbird, 1731-26
Daniel Wright, 1605-30
Park Forest, 1717-30
Essayons, 988-52

Lizzie Wolf, 8175-39
Margaret L. Karr, 8175-39
Denise Blair, 8692-39

Randall N. Mills, 7272-50

John Walter Taylor, 2274-70
Ernest Pardy, 3554-70

Patricia Morgan, 9741-39

Brenda Mendoza, 8983-50

Ross William Duker, 5335-70

Aerospace, 2753-8
Ridglea, 3067-25

James E. Sink, 1238-40
Michael Lee Grant, 2120-40

Cindy Law Mun Lee. 5679-51

Erich R. Freiburger, 5868-70

State Farm, 2926-38

Jane Philion, 3610-53

Therese O'Brien, 6204-70

Roger Gollihugh, 3255-40

Ann Bloch, 3853-53

Foothills, 3073-42
Clearwater, 3087-47

JoAnne B. Moore, 4942-40

Nelson Paul Ayala, 5756-53
Dorothea M. Perry, 127-54
Jacks. Ragsdale, 1196-54

Corcoran Joseph Patrick, 6975-70
Audrey Heycox, 7519-70
Innes Mary Quigley, 7298-71

Victor Maxey, 8416-40
Susan A, Rodman, 509-41

Judy Dufort, 1171-42

Brett john Shaw, 8261-69

Bryon Merretl, 2897-42

Wayne A. Wickerl, 3903-42

Christopher Benjamin Telschow,

Betty Warringlon, 7445-42
Henry S. Youd, 1359-43

James G, Von Tungein, 2217-43
Larry M. Roberts, 2217-43

Reddy Talkers, 1987-48
Groton, 3007-53

Patrick Sexton, 9298-71

Carilon K. Erickson, 1869-56
Mark E. Florian, 2048-56

Benita Maniel, 6372-42

35 ve'ars

William Robert Patterson, 1821-72

Kathriona Hynes, 2053-72
Dinh Anh Nguyen, 2390-72
Raymond Neil Hellyer, 3185-72
Helen Racwyn Hunt, 4978-72

2386-56

Karen Brown-Monsen, 3730-56
Jay A. Sargent, 5527-56
James R. Cyrus, 6675-56
Bennie R. Allen-Brooks, 7378-56

Raymond Eric Cheer, 5605-72

Patrick Joseph Fallon, 5991-72
Ian A. McLeod, 7144-72

30 ycc\rs

Anaheim Breakfast, 3836-F
Kritikos, 1 686-1 8

Flying I, 2134-34
Aerospace, 3 516-39
Patroon, 3863-53

Kelly Management, 1973-56
Voyageurs, 2618-64
25 years

Keep the LegacijJUiue!

Takapuna, 2506-72

Vou have the opjaorlunity to continue the legacy

All contributions are tax deductible. The

20 vt^ars

of our organization's founder by contributing

support of you or your club will result in

NAVFAC, 3396-27

to the Ralph C, Smedley Memorial Fund, The
fund is used to develop new and innovative

people learning, growing and achieving

Ponoka Moose, 3430-42

educational materials, such as the video-cas
sette "Meeting Excellence" and the Success/

Leadership Series, More importantly, your en
tire contribution goes toward developing new
educational materials for clubs and members.
Not one cent is used for administrative costs!

Contribute $10 and receive a special Toast-

Palatine, 3307-30
Greenway, 2280-56

through Toastmasters. Why not discuss this

during your club's next business meeting?
Contributions should be sent to:

The Ralph [. Smedley
memorial Fund
TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL

15 years
Garreft, 1283-3

Sri Organon, 1435-4
Castaways, 3918-4
Mount Vernon, 1259-10

Huh City, 1591-21
Rambling Resistors, 3112-24
Seekers, 3015-37

masters International paperweight. A club

P.O. Box 9052

donating $50 or more will get a unique club

Vineyard, i 571-39

Mission Viejo CA 92690, U.S.A.

Pine Bluff, 3284-43

banner riblxtn. Donors of $100 or more receive

a special plaque and have their names perma
at World Headquarters. In addition, every con

If making an honorary or memorial contribu
tion, please indicate the name and address of
any person(s) to whom acknowledgement

tributor will be recognized in The ToJstm€^ste^.

should be sent.

nently inscribed on a donor recognition plaque

Blue Cross & Blue Shield, 3874-48
Dicom Toastmasters, 1644-50
Downtowners, 3570-54

Thousand Islands, 3886-61
Speakeasies, 1926-62
Dow Toasters, 3219-62
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l() vcnrs
Ctcommunicators, 5722-4

Borderline, 5727-5
UNO,5714-20

Honeywell Sunrisers, 5731-23
Howard University, 5733-36
Meewasin Valley, 5721-42
Speak Easy, 5730-42
Vulcan Materials, 5718-48

Verbal Expressions, 5736-50
Mass Mutual, 5716-53

Professional Singles, 5737-56
Rustenburg, 5729-74

NEW CLUBS
West Coast, 470-U
Kidwotk, Alaska

Philipsburg, 3226-U
Philipsburg, St. Maarten, Nelherland
Aniilles

Memorial, 3237-U
Si. Johns, Newfoundland, Canada
Artie Voices, 4443-U

GVHS, 1882-21
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

Siglap CC, 3253-51

Andersen Consulting, 7618-61

Singapore

John Knox, 2931-22

Azam,4904-51

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
PM & CS, 6706-63

Lee's Summit, Missouri

Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia
Hornbill City, 6231-51
Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia

Smyrna, Tennessee

Muar, 7420-51

Mountain City, Tennessee

MuiU, Jnhor, Malaysia
Bridge Builders, 1944-54

Wise ARH, 7641-63

Pliiinfield, Illinois

Lincoln Fire, 649-24
Lincoln, Neliraska
Starwood Communicators, 5823-24
Omaha, Nebraska

Speak to Me Inacom, 6365-24

Appalachian Freedom Advocates,
6889-63

Wise, Virginia

Omaha, Nebraska
DFWAE,4659-25

Capital Croup, 561-56

Northern Lites, 4174-64
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Irving, Texas

San Antonio, Texas

P.S.S.T., 7112-64

[mprovisers, 6567-25

Maestros de Oratoria, 4314-56

Irving, Texas
Do-Gooder Hill, 6402-25

Houston, Texas

AppleMasters, 4555-56

Aiiona, Manitoba, Canada
Seafarers, 6068-66
Newport News, Virginia

Fort Worth, Texas

Auslin, Texas

Voices of Dillard University, 6282-68

Toast of the Coast, 1083-29

HHSD Toastmasters Extraordinaire,

Culfport North, Mississippi
Toga Talkers, 3652-33
Las Vegas, Nevada
Central Coast Community, 7157-33
Arroyo Grande, California

Fort Creely, Alaska

Toastmasters De Occidente, 1221-34
Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico
Alicia, 4156-34
Topic, Nayaril, Mexico

Saitama, 4855-U

BIS, 5835-36

Saitama-ken, japan

New Orleans, Louisiana

4994-56

Mareeba, 1459-69

Auslin, Texas

Mareeba, Queensland, Australia
Tullamore, 3727-71
Tullamore, Co. Offaly, Ireland
London Athenian Speakers Club,

River City Speaker's Club, 5505-56
San Anionio, Texas

Kingwood/Greenspoint, 6761-56
Houston, Texas

7365-71

Pacemaslers, 7033-56

London, England

Angleton, Texas

Stirling, 4416-73
Scarborough, Western Australia,

Washington, D-C.

Sybase, 216-57
Emeryville, California
Basic-Ly Speaking, 1872-57

PICPA-KSA,6587-U

SEAS,6314-36

Walnut Creek, California

Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

Lanham-Seabrook, Maryland
Synergy Plus, 6669-36
Silver Spring, Maryland

Money Talks, 4078-57

Foriegn Affairs, 7008-U
Copenhagen, Denmark
Mabouya Valley, 7604-U
La Ressource, St. Lucia, West Indies

Crown City, 5221-F

RAMBA, 5520-37

Salisbury, North Carolina
Smoke Signals, 999-39

Pasadena, California
Infinites, 5903-3

Sacramento, California

Tempe, Arizona

Whole Wheat,6628-3

Chillicothe, Ohio
Wilderness Trace, 4942-40

Phoenix, Arizona

Danville, Kentucky

Techno Speak, 7038-3

Deloitte & Touche UP/Nat'l City

Tempe, Arizona

Columbus, Ohio

Spinmasters, 528-42
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

IBM,6747-6
Rochester, Minnesota

Pop's Speakers, 6195-7
Portland, Oregon

Crescent City, 7638-57
Cresceni City. California

Camp Crame, Queen City,

Philippines
Dragon, 7396-75
Davao City, Philippines

Vox Populi, 6099-60
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

21)
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MOVING?

Bank, 6430-40

Escondicio, California

Simply the Best, 102-6
Plymouth, Minnesota
On Target, 5968-6
Fridley, Minnesota

South Africa
PNP, 3762-75

Walnut Creek, California

First Capital Speakers, 4261-40

Escondido City, 1144-5
Visionaries, 6243-5
El Cajon, California

Australia

Excelsior, 7006-74
Vandorbijlpark, Transvaal,

Healthmasters, 4233-42

Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Central State Farm, 3946-43
Ridgeland, Mississippi
Jackson VA,6930-43
jackson, Mississippi

1

^
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Please give us your old address

OS well OS your new one by attaching on address
label from The Toastmaster.
Name

CTM

North Conway, New Hampshire

ATM

ATM-S

M.W.V.,646-45
Club No

District No.

ATMDIM

Check One

S & P Effective Communicators, 967-46

Solar Speakers, 1272-B

New York, New York

Perryvilic, Missouri
Kadlec, 7308-9

JCP&L, 5163-46
Morristown, New jersey

Would you like a list of clubs in your new area?

Richland, Washington
Job Corps, 6533-10

Royal Knights, 5549-46

Moil to: Toostmosters internafionol, P.O. Box 9052, Missiort Viejo, CA 92690

Cleveland, Ohio

North Shore, 6927-46

Riverview, 7546-11
Noblesville, Indiana
SMPS,5025-14

State Farm, 5498-47
Orlando, Florida

Marietta, Georgia

Fulton County Professional Speakers,
6484-14

Atlanta, Georgia
Genesis III, 7111-14

New York, New York
OLD ADDRESS

Slaten Island, New York

Electric Toasters, 5701-47
North Fort Myers, Florida
Hyattalkers of Orlando, 5874-47
Orlando, Florida
Real-T, 7472-47

Macon, Georgia

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

New Bristlecone, 6892-15
Ely, Nevada

EPA Region 6, 4858-50

USF & G Tower, 7540-18

Dallas, Texas
Garland Communicators,6523-50

Baltimore, Maryland
jasper jawbreakers, 6787-19

Sea-land Dallas, 6741-50

Newton, Iowa

Dallas, Texas

the Toastmaster • February 1''95

Complete Title (club, division or district office)

Garland, Texas

NEW ADDRESS

YES

NO

hese handsome trophies
can be used to recognize
speech contestants and others

©

who have contributed

to your Club's success.
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Ce'^iiest Ceutifiuzitex
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1912

$7 25

1920 i:';

; ;.s

'

$5 00 Club International Speech Contest

1810

$8.00

1919

$0.00

500-A
500-C

New Classic Plaques!

504-A

Back Row U'll (o Ri^ihl

iSiiitahIo for Clah, Division, District and Regional contests.)

1924

$7.00

ig25

jg QQ
■

'

'

$1 1.00

Prices, appearance, sizes and shipping charges are sub/ect to change without notice.

$ .30

I orlilicates are also available lor [\aluation. fall Tales, Humorous, Table
Topics and Debate contests at the Club. Area. Division and District levels.

Contact the Orders Desk at World Headquartcrxir consult yourSupply Catalog
for details.

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER

hndosed is my check lor $

Standard DomesIic Shipping

(U.S)
P/c.w si'ftry me;

CharKo my MasterCard / VISA (circ le one)

Total Order

(.^TY,

SO 00 to

Card No,
StKVA

Signature

* Engraving is 20c per feller (please print copy as it is to appear).

.District No.

Prices
Shipping
Charges

Total Order

t^iV.
id) {

Expiration Dale,

Club No.

Shippinq
Charges

StKXB

1914

.SDO-C

1919

n04-A

1924

I8in

192.S

1412

1926

Merchandise Total

S2.50

S1 to

35.01

to

5000

2.51

to

5.00

2.30

50.01

to

100 00

5.01

to

10.00

2.95

100.01

to

150 00

9.95

10,01

to

20.00

4.05

150.01

to 200.00

12.25

20 01

to

35.00

5.55

200-01

to

-

$6.50
7.60

Add7=y

of total price
For orders shipped outside ot the continental United States
estimate Airmail at 30% of total, surface at 20% (minimum
SI .501 Any excess will be billed through your Club's account.
Caiilornia residents add 7.75% sales tax.

See liu' lo.istnuistcTs liiti'rn.ilHin.il Supply t alalog for additional
items and desc riptions, Adii shipping as indie atcti,

Shipping Charges

Name

Address

CA residenl.s add
City

.Slale/Prtjvince

Country

.Poslal/Zip

7.7S"/iisales lax

Toastmasters
International
P.O. Hov <1052, Mission Viejo, CA 92690

TOTAL

( • 141 Mli-HiaS • FAX (714) B.n8-1207

